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The second paragraph typically has more detail about how you plan to answer the research question, possibly citing other work closely related ... so it is important to outline the model and include it ...
Writing in Economics :: Components of a Research Paper
Energy supplier Cadent is calling for a greater industry focus on building consumer awareness and acceptance about the scale of change required to ...
Clean heat debate needs improved consumer awareness, argues Cadent
The Google Quantum AI team has found that adding logical qubits to the company's quantum computer reduced the logical qubit error rate exponentially. In their paper published in the journal Nature, ...
Adding logical qubits to Sycamore quantum computer reduces error rate
Do kids actually need homework? Even with increasing amounts of data, it's hard to know if homework is helping or hurting students.
Kids are onto something: Homework might actually be bad
The research has examined how natural substances can influence brain cancers, with the work leading to three papers ... Kevin also provided an outline and draft of each manuscript to be ...
WCM-Q student publishes three research papers in two years
Know what type of paper you are ... Treatment Plans—outline an intervention that includes specific goals and objectives. Goals are usually broad statements while objectives are measureable actions to ...
Writing social work papers
An introduction to tribal sovereignty and its importance to tribal nations and the daily lives of Native Americans in the U.S.
What’s tribal sovereignty and what does it mean for Native Americans?
Here, The Institute for Atmospheric and Earth System Research discuss the Arena for the gap analysis of the existing arctic science co-operations (AASCO) ...
Arena for the gap analysis of the existing arctic science co-operations (AASCO)
A huge global network of researchers is working together to take the pulse ... climate change on forests and biodiversity. A new research paper published in Biological Conservation explains ...
Global network transforming tropical forest research
Political scientist Jeffrey Hornung of the Rand Corporation think-tank, in a recent research paper sponsored by the ... calls on Washington’s allies to work together in preparation for a future ...
Japan to outline Taiwan’s strategic importance, concerns over China’s maritime strength in defence white paper
Jumping spiders can distinguish between living and non-living objects based upon their movement, a new study reports.
A New Spidey Sense
outline a new target for Type 2 diabetes treatment. Renquist, whose research lab aims to address obesity-related diseases, has spent the last nine years working to better understand the ...
Scientists outline new target for treating type 2 diabetes
Bitcoin is at risk of breaking its $30K support level. Bitcoin traded lower on Monday, mirroring declines in traditional markets as investors pull away from risky assets because of concerns about ...
Market Wrap: Sentiment away from risk sends Bitcoin toward $30k
In this post, we outline our approach to incorporating a tactical equity model into WTMF. WTMF invests in a diversified basket of five equity index futures contracts that span various geographies and ...
A Calculated Approach To Incorporating Equities Into Managed Futures
With Allison Crimmins completing the new federal climate team, scientists say the fifth National Climate Assessment is back on solid ground.
Influential US climate report moves ahead — under new leadership
The implementation of this software will significantly reduce plagiarism in research ... check their work. However, Turnitin also has its limitations. In Bangladesh, many research papers are ...
Introduction of Turnitin in public universities: A software to catch plagiarists
A new research paper published ... of how tropical forests work – and how they are helping to slow climate change,” Phillips said. “In this new synthesis we outline how this collaboration ...
2,500 Scientists Take the Pulse of Earth’s Tropical Forests
A new research paper published in Biological Conservation ... scientific understanding of how tropical forests work—and how they are helping to slow climate change. In this new synthesis we outline ...
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